Know your IMPACT.

Know where you are so you know where to go.
bluesign® IMPACT SERVICES for Manufacturers

Environmental impact is quantifiable and critical for manufacturers in the global textile supply chain. Increasingly, companies are requiring these data from all suppliers to compare and benchmark, to provide greater transparency, or to use in their own environmental reporting. bluesign® offers manufacturers a confidential, secure platform, including a self-declaration function, in combination with an annual onsite verification to easily validate, manage, and communicate the main eKPIs of water consumption, energy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, chemical consumption, and waste.

Key benefits

• Provides IMPACT data report that can be used for external reporting and communication
• Easy to use, time efficient data collection tool saves personnel resources
• Drives excellence in IMPACT performance
• Provides data analysis by bluesign® for third-party verification

Components

• Supported IT tool collects internal consumption data and displays it on the online IMPACT dashboard for internal assessment or external reporting
• Annual onsite data verification by bluesign® experts
• Online IMPACT dashboard
• Access to bluesign® CUBE online platform for finding SYSTEM PARTNER manufacturers plus bluesign® APPROVED textile materials and certified chemical products

Deliverables

• Verified annual IMPACT report on main eKPIs
• Chemical Inventory Report
• IMPACT benchmarking and gap analysis

Contact bluesign® to learn more about these powerful programs as well as bluesign® ACADEMY training and consulting services to fulfill the textile industry’s goal of creating and managing sustainable supply chains and products.